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The origins of Albini&Pitigliani can be found in two places sharing part of the same space, although differing due to their geography and role: Tuscany and world.

In 1945, the first generation of a great family of entrepreneurs gave life to the embryo of a large undertaking in Tuscany, working shoulder to shoulder every day, and in time acknowledging shared values and attitudes typical of those who know how to do their work well.

Today this family-run business has grown into a large Group and the third generation is in the frontline in consolidating and developing a “worldwide” company thanks to a project shared by everyone and the ability to find partners in every part of the world involved in the same group mission.

Proof of the genesis of this shared top-quality project, this magazine is not just a simple in-house instrument, but rather, a means of information and mutual exchange among the numerous partners located in every continent.

A new project aimed at providing constant and updated information about the progress, goals, projects, and success stories of the group and the companies it represents.

Today Albini&Pitigliani is represented by a group of professionals who share a business method and entrepreneurial spirit based on their personal investment of energy, counting on constructive comparison among the various situations existing worldwide.
Before creating a brand image it is important to clarify and explain just what the values and philosophies are behind the positioning of the brand on the market. Right from the start, our history had its roots in the ability to offer “tailor-made” solutions to our customers, and to discern and anticipate market demands, thereby satisfying all requirements linked to the various categories of goods.

As far as our customers, our products, and the market are concerned, we have always worked “with care”. That is why our brand identity is now associated with a pay-off like “WITH CARE”, that aptly defines our mission as a reality in the world of transport.

From now on, our brand will always be associated with the term “WITH CARE”, expressing a new, more decisive, and authoritative goal, also via the launching of our magazine “Alpi with care” as the first instrument for communicating our philosophy.

The “Alpi with care” magazine will allow everyone to communicate with us and our world partners, while getting to know our strategies, always keeping up to date with the growth and commercial development of the group, and at the same time always being informed about events and opportunities to get together.

All our collaborators, customers, and agents will be able to participate in the magazine by sending in notices and articles, thus directly contributing to the creation of the magazine.

‘Alpi with care’ will be issued every quarter and everyone interested in receiving copies should send an email to withcare@albinipitigliani.it at least two months before the first issue in January 2010, indicating the number of issues required, and including any texts or photographs of eventual editorial contributions regarding our or their business (in English).

Our marketing department will take care of issuing the magazine and sending the number of copies requested, thereby maintaining the image of the group and giving everyone the chance to learn about our international strengths.

While awaiting the second issue of “Alpi with care”, we send our very best wishes.

contact:
withcare@albinipitigliani.it
A.L.P. Int’l Co. Ltd, an Investment and Consultancy Company, related to ALPI Group (Albini & Pitigliani SpA/Italy) a supply and transport company performing its job in Vietnam by its H.Q. in Saigon and agent in Danang and Hanoi, is the result of an experience that started in that Country in 1990 and after these years of hard work, it has now spread over different fields and activities.

Our company has an excellent network of representative offices throughout the Far East, Europe and USA. These offices operate together under a common policy which ensures customers of a first-class value-added service from all areas between the three continents.

The socioeconomic-industrial development of Vietnam in these last few years and the import-export movements with overseas companies interested in making business and investing in the Indo-Chinese area.
In a period marked by economic phenomena common the world over and by the constant development of production and marketing processes, it is now more than ever vital for firms to be assertive on their foreign markets. To meet such demand, our Company, provides its customers with a range of services, all devised to assist them in their many and varied promotional requirements. The Company in fact, also specializes in the organization and management of exhibitions, trade-fairs and conventions in the South-East Asia region, in Vietnam specially. Its streamlined, dynamic structure, tried and tested over the years, has been devised to best advise and assist companies in launching their products on new markets and/or improving their positions in established markets. It does so, on the one hand, by organizing company participation in highly qualified trade-fairs and exhibitions, with all related services (such as stand construction, assembly and furnishing, translation, shipping and travel arrangements etc.) and, on the other, by helping customers to select the most appropriate kind of promotion, tailored to the company’s specific needs: from technical symposia to workshops, from conventions to trade missions. Similarly, when called upon to do so, it will undertake specific market research and promotional and advertising campaigns.
DIVERSIFICATION
The socioeconomic-industrial development of Vietnam in these last few years and the import-export movements with overseas companies interested in making business and investing in the Indo-Chinese area, allowed A.L.P. Int’l Co. Ltd. to keep closer contacts with Vietnamese bodies and agents and with the most different commercial and industrial realities of that country. This allowed our company to diversify its traditional activity, supplying assistance and consulting services to Italian companies, both to those which are already working with Vietnam and to those which want to approach it, in order to start business relationships like technocrats and/or suppliers.

SERVICE PACKAGE
To this purpose, we stipulated cooperation agreements with private companies highly specialized in the insurance, legal and financial sector, in order to offer to the Italian agency, however large it is, a “package” of integrated services, so as to make its introduction in the Vietnamese market easier.
Our company, that acts as the head and as coordination center of this structure, will employ its Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi operating offices, as well as the now stabilized presence in other areas of the Country (Haiphong and Danang) and the commercial introduction degree with the main governmental bodies (SCC - State Committee for Cooperation and Investment, various People’s Committees and others), in order to guarantee to the overseas companies the highest professionality and every possible relief, whichever the field it wants to locally work in.
In all our premises an alarm system has been installed to protect the entire property against intrusions, and all cargo held in the warehouse is constantly controlled by a Closed a Circuit TV system which, apart from security purposes, also guarantees smooth assemblage as well as on-loading and off-loading of all cargo.

Internal and external services are available to ALBINI&PITIGLIANI staff, to the staff of cooperatives and to drivers.

From the experience ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA acquired over the years in the field of collecting, delivering and forwarding cargo on behalf of companies in the line of accessories, high fashion and luxury articles, the company has established a General Security Policy for the operators involved in the collection and subsequent delivery of merchandise. In other words, ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA standard procedures to be adopted by every one in contact with the people Warehouse, Boutiques, Store or Fashion Houses of various kinds, either directly or indirectly responsible or vendors for the home market as well as the international market.
EVERYWHERE

USING SYSTEMS FOR SAFETY & SECURITY
- Personal Badge for access control in every room
- Intrusion Detection System 24 H
- Emergency alert 24 H
- Temperature Control
- Fire alarm system
- High resolution CCTV camera system – Digital Video recorder 24 H
- Access Control by Security Company
- ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA, observing the Company Security Policy, and Guidelines, has introduced many security systems Guidelines, in the new warehouses. The input is controlled by an Emergency Alert Software which instantly broadcasts evacuation and other urgent messages immediately.
- The emergency broadcast is delivered to every sector and room of the warehouse. The Access Control and all security systems are managed by Corporate Security and the local Private Security Company.
- Our CCTV Monitoring System supplies (on request to Corporate Security) Insurance Company information loss, damage and for any internal or external Official Investigation.

REFERENCES AVAILABLE ALSO ON CORPORATE SECURITY INTRANET WEBSITE
- ALBINI&PITIGLIANI Supply Chain Security Manual (SCSM)
- ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA: Risk Valuation Procedures Procedures
- ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA: Security Procedures for Depots Depots, Consolidators and Warehouses
- ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA: IT Security Procedures
- ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA: Code of Conduct
- ALBINI&PITIGLIANI SpA: Privacy Security Guidelines

SECURITY POLICY INCLUDE
2. Access control.
5. Documentation Processing.
7. Education and Training Awareness.
8. Quality Control.

CERTIFICATIONS
- National Cargo Security Council (NCSC).
- Business Against Smuggling Coalition (BASC).
- Customs Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT della U.S. Customs and Border Protection).
- International Civil Aviation Organization (I.C.A.O.)
- Agente Regolamentato dell’Ente Nazionale per l’Aviazione Civile (ENAC).
- IMO-ISPS Code
- American Society of Industrial Security (Member of ASIS from 2001)
- UNI 10459 Certification of Senior Security Manager
- AEO Agenzia delle Dogane (European Customs) Authorized Economic operator
Thanks to ‘Alpi with care’ we have created a coordinated network of services tailored to the markets and our customers, as we adapt to the changing transport trends. Every one of our areas is a concrete response, guaranteed by our know-how and the quality that we have consolidated in all these years of business.

For more than half a century the whole world has been talking about Total Quality, revolutionising the organisational models of businesses, aimed at achieving quality through controls not only of the products, but also of the processes (Total Quality Management – TQM). Quality control used only to involve products. Total quality now takes into account all the elements and aspects of a company, for the purpose of creating a virtuous chain which, starting from the suppliers and passing on to the production and distribution, reaches the final customers. The basic assumption is that the quality of any process must coincide with the lowest level of quality found in a single aspect, in other words, the strength of the chain is in its weakest link. Total quality therefore mainly deals with research and innovation, production, maintenance, distribution, safety, the environment, human resources, training, and communications. More specifically, Total Quality Management (TQM) is a method of managing the company focussed on achieving and maintaining its competitive advantage via the pursuit of quality. This term refers to the process originally developed in Japan in the 1950s, aimed at developing, designing, producing, and providing assistance for a quality product that is the most economical and useful for consumers. In order not to limit total quality to the concept alone, it is necessary for all personnel in the company to be involved in its implementation.
After numerous years in the fashion world, we have now created Alpi Fashion, a sector dedicated entirely to the transporting of apparel and collections of the national and international fashion industry. For every kind of product, we can offer a custom-designed service in line with all delivery schedules and every type of shipment, ensuring the utmost care of the garments in the collection and guaranteeing a series of highly evolved safety precautions thanks to extremely sophisticated anti-shoplifting and anti-theft protection systems.

The transport world is a world of possibilities, that is why the right information is necessary for being able to recognise the right solution. With Alpi and You we have created a rapid online service. Just send in the data of your company and the product for which you require the service, and our staff will quickly identify the right offer with the best timing and methods, and immediately send you a reference for accessing our services.

A young, newly incorporated company needs to receive material support from professionals in the sector. That’s why with Alpi Young we are offering a consulting service targeting businesses entering the market for the first time, thus meeting all the demands young entrepreneurs have to face on starting up their business.

The philosophy of our company has always been that of considering the idea of travel as exploration and the discovery of new roads to be opened up and created. The Alpi Wayfarer section sprang up in this context, for seeking new markets and the possibility of finding new commercial niches. There is also a constantly updated online division that illustrates the new company areas and the opening of new offices, as well as a section you can contact in order to work together with us and help identify market potential still to be exploited.
We can help you

Scientific research of pharmaco-resistant epilepsy supported by the AICE Scientific Committee – consisting of Professor Raffaele Canger,- chairman, Professor Giuliano Avanzini and Dr. AnnaMaria Vezzani. Clinical and experimental findings indicate that the mechanisms involved in pharmaco-resistance could be intrinsically associated with epilepsy (either dependent on causal cerebral pathologies or induced by persistent epileptic activity), or acquired during chronic treatment with anti-epileptic drugs. All these factors may co-exist and give rise to a multifactorial origin of pharmaco-resistance. Two main pharmaco-resistance mechanisms are hypothesised: a molecular and/or functional change in the action targets of the drugs that make them less sensitive to the excessive activity of the drug removal mechanisms from the brain towards the vascular system with a consequent decrease in the concentration of the drugs in the epileptic focus. Moreover, recent data suggest the possible role of alterations in the plasmatic proteins that bond with the anti-epileptic drugs which could modify the bonded quota/free quota (the only one capable of penetrating the brain) ratio with a consequent reduction in the cerebral concentration of the drugs.

Trial: the role of the structure and function modifications of the action targets of the epileptic drugs in bringing about pharmaco-resistance. The anti-epileptic drugs exert their therapeutic action by reducing the activity of the excitability mechanisms of the nerve cells, and to which the excessive activation of the epileptic phenomenology is linked. The majority of anti-epileptic drugs (phenytoin, carbamazepine, valproic acid, lamotrigine, topiramate and felbamate) target the sodium channels the role of which has been widely demonstrated in epilepsy. The above-mentioned drugs bring the excess of activity of the sodium currents (responsible for the excessive discharge of the cells belonging to the epileptogenic area) down to physiological levels. The intensity and kinetics of the sodium currents are closely related to the molecular components of the channels that may vary considerably in the various cerebral areas and change over time in relation to the functional, physiological, or pathological requests. In pathological conditions, the plastic properties of the sodium channels play an important role in determining the persistent condition of hyper-excitability that supports epilepsy. On the other hand, the inhibitory effect of the anti-epileptic drugs varies depending on the relations with their molecular structure and some data suggest that possibility of a reduced effectiveness of the anti-epileptic drugs on the sodium currents of cells belonging to the epileptic foci (Vreugdenhil et al 1998, Remy et al 2003). Our aim is to ascertain whether the alterations on the molecular structure of the sodium channels attributed to genetically determined or acquired epilepsy modify the activity of the active anti-epileptic drugs on the sodium channels. In particular, the following lines of work will be developed: characterisation of the sodium currents in samples of human brain tissue extracted during surgery for epilepsy by means of the patch clamp technique;
Study of the functional effect of anti-epileptic drugs on the sodium currents recorded in patch clamps from human brain tissue extracted during surgery for epilepsy. A Study of the functional effects of anti-epileptic drugs on the currents of Na+ in the presence of mutations that spontaneously occur in cases of human epilepsy which are refractory to anti-epileptic drugs (e.g. Severe Myoclonic Epilepsy). The studies are carried out in vitro exploiting advanced methods for analysing nerve cells applied to preparations which are strictly relevant for human epilepsy. We therefore expect the results to be transferred to clinical practice, and in particular, to the treatment of pharmaco-resistant epilepsy. Bonding of anti-epileptic drugs with alpha-1-acid glycoprotein (AGP). Serum albumin and AGP are the two most important plasmatic proteins that bond the drugs and therefore have significant pharmacokinetic implications. Albumin is the most abundant protein (4 g/100 ml plasma) while the AGP levels are between 50-100 mg/100 ml plasma. Phenobarbital, phenytoin, and carbamazepine are some of the drugs that bond with AGP. AGP is concentrated mainly in the liver, even though the gene is also expressed in other areas. There does not appear to be a constitutive expression in the brain, however monocytes, lymphocytes, and other cells of the immune system represent a source of production in the cerebral parenchyma in pathological conditions that involve a recruiting of the adaptive immunity mechanisms. Hepatic induction of AGP may occur following trauma, infection, inflammation, or exposure to cytokines or glycocorticoids. Consequently, an increase of AGP in the plasma could significantly change the bonding of anti-epileptic drugs, reducing their quota which is free to enter the brain without modifying the total plasmatic concentration of the drugs. Very little information is available about plasmatic levels of AGP in epileptic patients. We assume that an increase of this protein in pharmaco-resistant patients could contribute to the phenomenon of resistance against treatment via a reduction in the free quota of the drug (Fournier et al. 2000; Kremer et al. 1988). More specifically, the following lines of work will be developed: assessment of which anti-epileptic drugs bond with AGP and use of an in vitro assay available in the research institutes; assessment of the levels of AGP in the plasma and the white blood cells in cohorts of both sensitive and resistant patients, and the respective free quota of the drug in both cohorts using an ELISA available in the laboratories; use of monocyte, macrophage and lymphocyte cell cultures in order to study the AGP induction factors, focusing on inflammation mediators and studying whether the protein can be introduced by chronic exposure to anti-epileptic drugs; inducing of high levels of AGP in the plasma of mice injected with turpentine, an inflammatory agent, and assessment of (a) whether the brain/plasma ratio of certain anti-epileptic drugs is reduced compared to the control mice; (b) whether the anticonvulsive effectiveness of these drugs is reduced in mice with high plasmatic levels of AGP. Experimental Laboratory, “Mario Negri” Department of Neurosciences, Via Eritrea 62 20157 Milan, Italy Tel +39-02-39014.410/436. Clinical Neurosciences, “C.Besta” National Neurological Institute, Via Celoria 11, 20133 Milan, Italy Tel: +39-02-23942-253. Experimental research sites. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES Fournier T, Medjoubi-N N, Porquet D. Alpha-1-acid-glycoprotein. Biochem Biophys Acta 2000; 1482: 157-171 kremer JMH, Wilting JAAP, Janssen HM. Drug binding to human alpha-1-acid glycoprotein in health and disease. Pharmacol Rev 1988; 40: 1-47 Remy S, Urban BW, Elger CE, Beck H. Anticonvulsant pharmacology of voltage-gated Na+ channels in hippocampal neurons of control and chronically epileptic rats. Eur J Neurosci 2003b; 17: 2648-58 Vreugdenhil M, Van VeelenCWM, Van Rijen PC, Da Silva FHL, Wadman WJ. Effect of valproic acid on sodium currents in cortical neurons from patients with pharmaco-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy. Epilepsy Res 1998; 32: 309-20.
Oncologist Angelo Di Leo has brought the best of his experience from abroad back to Italy to create a department on a human and scientific scale.

The Sandro Pitigliani Association for the fight against tumours was founded (at the desire of his family and a group of friends – including Albo Albini) after Sandro (who was co-owner of Albini & Pitigliani S.p.A.) died of cancer. It began operating in 1979 for the purpose of providing citizens suffering from this pathology in Prato the chance to receive suitable treatment in a specialised structure equipped with all the aids for ensuring the best possible care, inside the town’s hospital, and consequently close to their homes and families. The people of Prato have shared and supported this initiative with donations over the years, thus enabling the restructuring of the building made available next to the hospital, first with the creation of an outpatient department, then a day hospital for providing chemotherapy treatment, and finally with a hospital ward with sterile rooms. In recent years, besides having financed the building renovations, purchased and donated equipment for enhancing treatment and making the patients’ hospitalisation more comfortable, the association has also stipulated an agreement with the health institute for creating the Sandro Pitigliani Research Centre. This has allowed the oncological department to become the first hospital research centre in Italy inside a hospital complex.

The turning point was marked by the arrival at the hospital of Dr. Angelo Di Leo. For this new research activity, essential for achieving the best diagnostic and therapeutic intervention methods, the Association financed five scholarships for researchers in Italy and the world, who - operating under the guidance of the director of the department of oncology of Prato, and his independent collaborators, in connection with the Inter-university Centre of Research of the University of Florence based in Sesto Fiorentino, and all the other study and research centres at a national and international level - have made it possible to produce numerous publications presented at international congresses and published in prestigious scientific journals (e.g. for metabolomics, the Journal of Clinical Oncology). The purchasing, and free loan to the health structure by the Association, of an ultramodern and complex device (apart from the one in Prato, only one other similar device exists at the European Tumour Institute in Milan, with another about to be installed), as well as other smaller but equally important backup devices, will allow for identifying and studying tumour cells in patients already suffering from tumours in an attempt to prevent metastases and provide relevant information for improving therapy thanks to targeted treatment of patients.

Thanks to the exceptional performance of this equipment and its technical components, the Department of Oncology of the Hospital of Prato
has produced results that have been published in three American journals, with the awarding of a prize worth 250,000 dollars by the Breast Cancer Research Foundation of New York.

This hospital department is the only one in Italy to receive this prestigious prize which, even though not officially announced, will be also awarded again this year. In 2008, the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Prato, Cariprato and the Industrial Union of Prato, made a donation of € 360,000.00 for the creation of a translational laboratory for research aimed at typing tumour and genetic cells which immediately reaches the patient. The majority of the equipment has been purchased and the research is moving forwards, demonstrated by the fact that the results have already been presented at annual international congresses of the oncology society. At the present time, the Association is financing the following scholarship holders and independent professionals:

- A girl from Nebraska who backs up the scientific secretariat;
- An Australian researcher;
- Two Italian biologists;
- Two physicians and a laboratory technician.

The most recent sector which the Association intends helping is oncological psychology, where it will be financing an ad hoc project in a school at Montemurlo (PO) entitled “Give me a smile”. It has already sent a book to print composed and written by children in the secondary school with the financial backing of the Municipality of Prato. This year the USL 4 (local health dept.) of Prato has introduced this book into its health education programme. The Association cooperates actively with the health department.
WITH CARE

OUR LOGISTIC AND OUR PEOPLE
Effective logistics make the difference, today they can be yours.

The environment companies work in today has changed radically and corporate organisation has also undergone a profound evolution. Over the years in fact, we have witnessed a gradual shift in market control from the product to the customer, and therefore to the final consumers. The need to monitor, anticipate and control sales phenomena is now consolidated, while predicting the evolution of consumption and market trends. The entire company and all the individual areas, from marketing to control, are all involved in this process, however a determining role is played by the logistics chain. Secondary importance has always been attributed to this sector but now it has been re-evaluated thanks also to the spreading of Internet and the new methods of exchanging goods and services introduced by the same. Over the last few years logistics have taken on a decisive role with even strategic aspects for every type of undertaking, irrespective of whether large, medium, or small, thus contributing significantly towards increasing the profitability of the entire corporate “business process”.

Alpi makes the full cycle of your product: from pickup from the supplier to the packaging, without overlooking picking and after-sales management.

The structures and vehicles are of fundamental importance; however we are convinced that it takes more to guarantee total quality.

Our consultancy allows to you to go further, our experience accrued over the years, together with research of your needs, development of a specific strategy, constant verifying of goals and aspects for improvement: this all ensures meticulous, effective and measurable assistance.

No two customers are alike and their requirements are infinite. This is the reason why we have created “ALPI & you”.

Put us to the test, give us a brief description of your requirements without any obligation, and our team of professionals will make an assessment and contact you immediately.

Computerised warehouses, the most advanced tracking systems, barcode stock systems, all combined without our know-how and passion for our work.
Alpi fashion was founded in Prato in 1991 as part of the Albini & Pitigliani Spa group, leader in the freight sector since 1945. Created first and foremost to satisfy the transport needs of the fashion sector, it underwent profound changes with the passing of time. In 1995, a new barcode-reading system was introduced that enabled us to have optimum control over the goods in the warehouse, and the company web site was also launched.

In 1996, a five-year work restructuring plan was introduced within the company, with the aim of moving from a business activity divided into 75% forwarding and 25% pure logistics to a new structure that would provide for 75% logistics and 25% transport. In order to do this, the existing warehouse was replaced by a larger one, situated in the industrial estate of “Macrolotto” in Prato, which would enable a far better service, but was above all a warehouse destined for logistics as opposed to transport.

In 1998 the new position of Logistics Manager was introduced, a very important role aiming to create highly innovative products that were above all compatible with the existing structure in order to produce logistical solutions for the fashion industry capable of outdoing the competition.

In 2000 Alpi Logistica was started up (a trademark created in 1995), a division of Alpi Servizio Moda. This branch continued to offer logistical solutions, however in sectors other than that of fashion. This was undoubtedly an important indication that the company tired to give having decided to enter other fields and therefore make the most of the existing structure and the know-how acquired.

In 2003, the company transferred to a 6,000m² warehouse in the industrial estate in Vaiano (PO), renovating all structures and making some important changes, in particular with regard to data-processing and technology.
ITALIAN STYLE.

RAW MATERIALS WAREHOUSE: ALPI FASHION runs the raw and semi-processed materials warehouse, preparing supplies for the production of the garment making processes as well as providing a quantity audit and confirmation of the availability of materials.

GOODS RECEPTION AND QUALITY-QUANTITY CONTROL: Upon the goods’ arrival, ALPI FASHION offers its customers a standard quantity, quality and macro-qualitative check (in order to reveal any macroscopic defects). Communication of such data may be carried out by computer.

STORAGE: ALPI FASHION has structured its warehouse on three different methodological levels of storage and movement: A) hung garments, on fixed structures B) flat garments, shoes and accessories, with special boxes located in mobile “pigeon hall” storage, C) cardboard boxes on or off pallets, or on pallet racking. In all cases the goods in stock are entered into the computer system which maps out the warehouse, managing the unloading and the existing J.I.T.

PICKING & PACKING: (preparation and packing) The preparation operation is carried out by computer-assisted personnel who, using laser barcode readings, put in the order according to the time rationalisation element. Major use of the computer system has enabled us to offer our customers the guarantee of “Z.E.L.” (Zero Error Level). Every preparation automatically updates the goods in stock in the warehouse. All products prepared in this way may be packed for forwarding.

CURIOSITY: “Fashion” describes the popular clothing style. Many fashions are popular in many cultures at any given time. Important is the idea that the course of design and fashion will change more rapidly than the culture as a whole. Fashion designers create and produce clothing articles. The terms “fashionable” and “unfashionable” were employed to describe whether someone or something fits in with the current or even not so current, popular mode of expression. There exist a number of cities recognized as global fashion centers or fashion capitals. Fashion weeks are held in these cities where designers exhibit their new clothing collections to audiences. The main five cities are Tokyo, London, Paris, Milan and New York, all headquarters to the greatest fashion companies and renowned for their major influence on global fashion.
We could define this a typical tailor-made image of the fledging company ACME srl, which focuses on the COMPOSITE engineering and production of boards and products for water-sports such as windsurfing, kite-boarding and surfing. Even though the city of Prato has no coastline or the slightest connection with water-sports, it is rather like a fantasy to find Gianni Valdambrini, son of consolidated textile manufacturers, recognised as one of the most experienced board-shapers in the world, in partnership with international windsurfing legend Cesare Cantagalli.

Together with 2 other friends, Neri Orzalesi and Carlo Pini, in June 2008 they founded ACME srl, in the aim not only of developing water-sports products which have been part of their lives for decades, but also of offering opportunities for development in other sectors as well.

In fact, thanks to CAD-CAM technology, they have expanded their business in close cooperation with engineers, designers and architects for creating plastic models, moulds and many other products in high-density foam for the building and nautical industries. Represented by Gianni Valdambrini, acting chairman and legal representative, ACME srl produces and distributes goods with the NOVENOVE brand, registered in the name of Gianni Valdambrini and C. Cantagalli, each with a 50/50 shareholding. Gianni Valdambrini is responsible for managing R&D, production and products, while Cesare Cantagalli is responsible for marketing, communications, brand management, graphics and sales.

The Brand /99 NoveNove.
99 NoveNove is a new brand registered in June ‘08 with the first board off the @production CUSTOM-line just three months later. It works and surfers like it!
It’s a brand, a logo, an expression based purely on constructing “Custom” boards for windsurfing, kite-surfing, surfing and SUP. A logo that derives from the number 99, an effigy recalling a historic sailing number that has marked an important chapter in the evolution of Windsurf: “I-99”.

A logo on the sails which, from the mid-80’s onwards, has won over the admiration of “surf-fans” around the world by virtue of the outstanding results obtained in the World Cup and the unique and innovative aerial acrobatics that are Cesare Cantagalli’s trade-mark.

99 is an Italian brand that combines the image, style and (extensive) experience of two professionals of this sport, qualities they have accrued over years spent competing (at the highest levels) and now transformed into ideas and products for a highly technical and ever-demanding market. This is a product “customized” in its finest detail, unique and exclusive just like a “hand tailored suit”, Made from the Heart in Italy.

How to compete against ASIA?
“Our belief is founded upon the quality of the product and the service the client receives for that product”. CUSTOM MADE has always been an expression of maximum performance and personalisation imprinted on the relationship established between those who produce and those who use.
This simple idea has been around since the first boards hit the water, and it is extremely heart-felt by aspiring surfers the world over:
“A hand-tailored suit... your board”. Consider the image as typically “tailor-made”, focusing on the development and production of “CUSTOM MADE” boards down to the very last “details”, particulars and materials. A minimal yet sophisticated, elegant but aggressive, trendy and retro look, that melds with the slogan of our promotion campaign: “TAILOR-MADE IN TUSCANY”... made to measure.

Over 20 years’ experience in this demanding market highlight a style and the objective desire to stand out from the traditional manufactured product (and all its intrinsic limitations) and its associated commercial network (thanks to the web).
We are well aware that our market is saturated with numerous brands competing for the cake, but we have focused on a potential niche-target pertaining to very high-end clientele, offering unique and personalized products.
WITH CARE

A SMALL NATIONAL REALITY GROWING IN EXTREME
Back to the roots of CUSTOM MADE BOARDS. We have put our trust in modern technology combined with our decade-old experience which still preserves the key to that personalized tailor-made aspect that makes the difference. We develop our boards in line with each individual demand, focusing on the various sports as well as engineering and designing entire collections for other manufacturing brands. Our ambitions are bound to quality, performance, and durability. Custom Made Technology allows us to apply every single idea at all times. In terms of labour, the boards receive the same input as any moulded production board, with the difference deriving from the use of more sophisticated materials and mechanical processes. Unlike moulded processes where the whole setup and material layers are composed just like a SANDWICH and cooked in the oven..., the Custom Technology requires gradual step-ups to each individual curing process of the various layers. This takes much longer and involves 16 different steps compared to the single moulded process...meaning the more prolonged production time automatically involves higher labour costs. The main source and potential of our Custom Production is that we have no restrictions in developing or updating the board range in terms of look, shape, or finish, contrary to the moulded production which is limited to the initial moulding and tooling costs, requiring several years of distribution before being fully converted into profit.

We can therefore fine-tune and upgrade our products and technology on a daily basis in line with our R&D and feedback for our TEAM world-wide.
NEW WEB SITE

The new official Albini & Pitigliani website will be available on www.albinipitigliani.it as of

01 March 2010

01/03/2010
The ongoing quest to be farsighted, to innovate tradition, and to closely follow and communicate with customers - these aspects that have always characterised the Albini & Pitigliani Group’s philosophy have now materialised thanks to the designing and creating of a new corporate website. Besides allowing access to integrated services with high added value, available for customers and partners for streamlining and optimising their daily work, the aim of this internet project is also to act as a reference point and priority communications channel capable of enhancing the Group’s continuous novelties and innovations: from new services designed to provide concrete solutions to the constant market changes, to the opening of new Group branches and new transport routes, as well as access to resources and useful, constantly updated information. Designed and developed by Kuna Web Agency, one of the leading companies in the Information & Communication Technology sector in Italy, this new website is the first step in a project that will involve the restructuring of the Albini & Pitigliani Group’s main internet sites in the medium term, while securing them a stable niche on the web thanks to a targeted and far-ranging visibility and information campaign.

The intention is to continue to provide more and more advanced and useful integrated online services for customers, at the same time attracting new clients to the company who are seeking reliable partners for improving their logistics and entrusting their shipments in total security and tranquillity. A solid partner with over sixty years’ experience that has always been in the front line in responding to specific market challenges, proving to be an irreplaceable resource for client companies.

As Vieri Orzalesi, owner of Kuna Web Agency states: “It has been a stimulating and challenging project. The most important aspect in giving life to a concrete and winning project has been that of becoming aware of the group’s mentality, work philosophy, and vision. A mentality that is innovative while not losing sight of continuity and tradition, a philosophy based on a painstaking eye to detail and ongoing improvement of the services offered, and a vision founded on people and their absolute respect for the values that have always distinguished the Albini & Pitigliani Group.”
EUROPE

■ AUSTRIA

VIENNA
GEBRÜDER WEISS GmbH Tel. 1-797900
Fax 7986328 - E-Mail: gw.wien@gw-world.com

GRAZ
GEBRÜDER WEISS GmbH Tel. 316-29040
Fax 2904-4202 - E-Mail: gw.graz@gw-world.com

LINZ
GEBRÜDER WEISS GmbH Tel. 732-76550.0
Fax 771311 - E-Mail: gw.ooe@gw-world.com

LAUTERACH
GEBRÜDER WEISS GmbH Tel. 5574-696.0
Fax 59006-2557 - E-Mail: gw.lauterach@gw-world.com

SALZBURG
GEBRÜDER WEISS GmbH Tel. 662-88912.0
Fax 88912.112 - E-Mail: gw.salzburg@gw-world.com

HALL IN TIROL (INNSBRUCK)
GEBRÜDER WEISS GmbH Tel. 5223-206.0
Fax 206.324 - E-Mail: gw.hall@gw-world.com

■ BELGIUM

BRUSSELS
ALPI BELGIUM N.V. S.A. Tel. 02-4262255
Fax 4264797 - E-Mail: scarpronefranco@alpi.be

■ BULGARIA

with onforwarding service to: Macedonia

SOFIA
GEBRÜDER WEISS EOOD Tel. 2-9700.400
Fax 9700.431 - E-Mail: gw-bulgaria@gw-world.com

■ CROATIA

with onforwarding service to:
Serbia - Bosnia Herzegovina - Yugoslavia

ZAGREB
GEBRÜDER WEISS d.o.o. Tel. 1-3436.945
Fax 3871.834 - E-Mail: gw.croatia@gw-world.com

■ CZECH REPUBLIC

RUDNA (PRAGUE)
GEBRÜDER WEISS spol. s.r.o. Tel. 311-659659
Fax 659669 - E-Mail: ccc.pra@gw-world.com
Air & Sea Terminal Prague Tel. 220-113609
Fax 224-281054 - E-Mail: air-sea-prague@gw-world.com

■ DENMARK

HERNING
ALPI DANMARK A/S Tel. 997-212166
Fax 215166 E-Mail: alpi@alpi.dk

ESBJERG
ALPI DANMARK A/S Tel. 75-154600
Fax 154011 E-Mail: steen@alpi.dk
ALPI AIR AND SEA A/S Tel. 999-287800
Fax 276006 E-Mail: air-sea@alpi.dk

GREVE (COPENHAGEN)
ALPI COPENHAGEN A/S Tel. 043-410444
Fax 410455 E-Mail: alpicph@alpi.dk

■ ESTONIA

TALLINN
ALPI EESTI OU Tel. 6517054
Fax 6517053 - E-Mail: info@alpieesti.ee

■ FINLAND

LAHTI
ALPI SUOMI OY Tel. 03-877700
Fax 8777050 - E-Mail: alpisuomi@alpisuomi.fi

■ FRANCE

AULNAY SOUS BOIS CEDEX (PARIS)
ALPI PARIS S.a.r.l. Tel. 1-48142330
Fax 48650667 E-Mail: transports@alpiparis.fr

WASQUEHAL (LILLE)
ALPI FRANCE NORD Tel. 03-2072033
Fax 20751669 E-Mail: alpifrance@alpifrance.com

NANTES
ALBINI & PITIGLIANI Délegation Commerciale de Nantes
Tel. 02 51894424 - Fax 40520671 E-Mail: bbodin@nerim.net

NICE CEDEX
ALBINI & PITIGLIANI Tel. 04-89985206
Fax 89985206 - E-Mail: c.ferro@albinipitigliani.it

PARIS
ALPI FELIX PARIS Tel. 01-44889212 - Fax 44889211
E-Mail: ccharbaut@galax.fr

RIOISSY
ALPI FELIX PARIS Tel. 01-49194500 - Fax 49194040 E-Mail (SEA):
custom@galax.fr E-Mail (AIR): ccustom@galax.fr

ORLY
ALPI PARIS Tel. 01-49754750 - Fax 49754753
E-Mail: orly@alpi.fr

LE BLANC MESSIL
ALPI PARIS Tel. 01-45915950 - Fax 48671428
E-Mail: lcstock@galax.fr

LE HAVRE
ALPI FELIX PARIS Tel. 02-35197290 - Fax 35197299
E-Mail: expmer@galax.fr

LYON
ALPI PARIS Tel. 04-72790320 - Fax 72790329
E-Mail: lyon@alpi.fr

AUCAMVILLE (TOULOUSE)
TRANSPORTS LIGA Tel. 05-62759000
Fax 62759001 E-Mail: glepetit.liga@nerim.net

CARROS (NICE)
ACOTRANS Tel. 04-92080033 - Fax 92080062
E-Mail: serge.michelangel@acotrans.fr

GENAS (LYON)
TIF LYON Tel. 04-72473350 - Fax 72473380
E-Mail: gilolvet@tiflyon.com

HOERDT (STRASBOURG)
MTS EURALSACE Tel. 03-88969015
Fax 88964474 E-Mail: lf.pts.euralsace@mtogroup.com

■ GERMANY

DACHAU (MUNICH)
TRANS-BAVARIA GmbH Tel. 8131-6699890 - Fax 66998955
E-Mail: muenchen@trans-bavaria.com

BERLIN
TRANS-BAVARIA GmbH c/o LGS Linther Sped. GmbH
Communication via Trans-Bavaria - Munich

NUREMBERG
TRANS-BAVARIA GmbH c/o Spedition Gerbeth GmbH & Co.
KG Communication via Trans-Bavaria - Munich

STUTTGART
TRANS-BAVARIA GmbH Tel. 711-8966580 - Fax 812222
E-Mail: stuttgart@trans-bavaria.com

ASCHAFFENBURG
TRANS-BAVARIA GmbH Tel. 6027-50053 - Fax 500555
E-Mail: aschaffenburg@trans-bavaria.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
<th>E-Mail</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td>ISTANBUL GALATA TASIMACILIK VE TICARET AS Tel. 212-4440458 - Fax 3105010</td>
<td>E-Mail: <a href="mailto:galata@alpi.com.tr">galata@alpi.com.tr</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IZMIR GALATA TASIMACILIK VE TICARET AS Tel. 232-4440458 Fax 4645865 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:galata@alpi.com.tr">galata@alpi.com.tr</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BURSA GALATA TASIMACILIK VE TICARET AS Tel. 224-4440458 Fax 4824990 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:galata@alpi.com.tr">galata@alpi.com.tr</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>LONDON ALPI AIR Tel. 01784-42224 - Fax 422220 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:s.keverne@alpiuk.com">s.keverne@alpiuk.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BASILDON ALPI UNITED KINGDOM Tel. 01268-535300 - Fax 203363 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:m.reeves@alpi.com">m.reeves@alpi.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MANCHESTER ALPI UNITED KINGDOM Tel. 0161-9456770 - Fax 9456799 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:d.taylor@alpi.com">d.taylor@alpi.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIRMINGHAM ALPI UNITED KINGDOM Tel. 02476-398605 - Fax 394775 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:b.oneill@alpi.com">b.oneill@alpi.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA</td>
<td>ALGERIA KOUBA MTO Algerie Tel. 21-680178/83/85 - Fax 282714 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:Mto.algerie.feriel@mto-group.com">Mto.algerie.feriel@mto-group.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAROCCO CASABLANCA TIMAR Tel. 022-676000 - Fax 672585 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:commercial@timar.ma">commercial@timar.ma</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUNISIA TUNIS I.T. TUNISIE SARL Tel. 071-448515 - Fax 469381 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:it.tunisie@gnet.tn">it.tunisie@gnet.tn</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOUTH AFRICA HENEWAYS FREIGHT SERVICES Pty Ltd. (Johannesburg) MEADOWBROOK, EDENVALE Tel. 11-8795400 Fax 11-4538440 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:info@heneaways-za.com">info@heneaways-za.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HENEWAYS FREIGHT SERVICES Pty Ltd. WESTVILLE, DURBAN Tel. 31-7925000 - Fax 31-7925010 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:murray.young@heneaways-za.com">murray.young@heneaways-za.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HENEWAYS LOGISTICS Pty Ltd. CAPE TOWN Tel. 21-9340085 - Fax 21-9340096 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:shamiela@heneaways-za.com">shamiela@heneaways-za.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN FISH AGENCIES (PTY) Ltd. EAST LONDON Tel. 43-7269883 - Fax 43-7261012 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:john@jfl.co.za">john@jfl.co.za</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFRICAN TRANSIT CO. (PTY) Ltd. PORT ELIZABETH 6000 Tel. 41-4861400 - Fax 41-4861403 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:mervyn@africantransit.co.za">mervyn@africantransit.co.za</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGYPT TRANSOCEAN FORWARDING AND COMMERCE CAIRO Tel. 24194948 - Fax 24148409 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:tfe-cairo@transoceanegypt.com">tfe-cairo@transoceanegypt.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH AMERICA</td>
<td>CANADA ALPI USA INC. CAROLINA, PR 00979 Tel. 787-791 8080 Fax 787-791 8013 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:arlene.casaeres@alpiusa.com">arlene.casaeres@alpiusa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEXICO CAPITAL FREIGHT SYSTEM MEXICO, D.F Tel. 55-50104700 - Fax 55-50104702 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:mexico_sales@capital-corp.com.mx">mexico_sales@capital-corp.com.mx</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAPITAL CARGO DE MEXICO S.A. de C.V. LEON, GTO Tel. 477-7634822 - Fax 477-7634824 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:mexico_sales@capital-corp.com.mx">mexico_sales@capital-corp.com.mx</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other capital owned offices: GUADALAJARA - MONTERREY - VERACRUZ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PUERTO RICO ALPI USA INC. (Atlanta) FOREST PARK, GA 30297 Tel. 404-5590990 Fax 404-5590666 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:pat.nelms@alpiusa.com">pat.nelms@alpiusa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALPI USA INC. (Boston) CHELSEA, MA 02150 Tel. 617-8891069 Fax 617-8893630 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:rita.grillo@alpiusa.com">rita.grillo@alpiusa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALPI USA INC. (Chicago) ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007 Tel. 847-3645342 Fax 847-3644904 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:lorio.murphy@alpiusa.com">lorio.murphy@alpiusa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALPI USA INC. (Dallas) GRAPEVINE, TX 76051 Tel. 817-4212586 - Fax 817-4168050 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:lorio.murphy@alpiusa.com">lorio.murphy@alpiusa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALPI USA PACIFIC (Los Angeles) EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 Tel. 310-3330829 Fax 310-3330849 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:tina.phips@alpiusa.com">tina.phips@alpiusa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALPI USA INC. (New York) JAMAICA, NY 11434 Tel. 718-9496979 Fax 718-9496979 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:cathy.ingebrethsen@alpiusa.com">cathy.ingebrethsen@alpiusa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATLANTIC MARINE SERVICES MIAMI Tel. 305-5917590 - Fax 305-5910590 E-Mail: <a href="mailto:marco@amsmiami.com">marco@amsmiami.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALPI ALLIANCE

EXPO FREIGHT PVT. Ltd.
CHENNAI (Madras) Tel. 44-28223458 - Fax 44-28223463
E-Mail: expomaa@expofreight.com

EXPO FREIGHT PRIVATE Ltd.
NEW DELHI Tel. 11-26788164 - Fax 11-26782829
E-Mail: expodel@del.expofreight.com

INDONESIA

PT CHAYA INTERFREIGHT CARGO
JAKARTA Tel. 21-42882727 - Fax 21-42887991
E-Mail: info@interfreight-cargo.com

JAPAN

HANKYU HANSHIN EXPRESS CO.,Ltd.
Chiba, TOKYO Tel. 43-3322002 - Fax 43-3322003
E-Mail: heimkt2@jp.hh-express.com

HANKYU HANSHIN EXPRESS CO.,Ltd.
NAGOYA Tel. 52-5517231 - Fax 52-5517249
E-Mail: heimkt2@jp.hh-express.com

HANKYU HANSHIN EXPRESS CO.,Ltd.
OSAKA Osaka Chuo Branch.
Tel. 6-65391650 - Fax 6-65391651

HANKYU HANSHIN EXPRESS CO.,Ltd.
KOBE 651-0091 Tel. 78-8574700 - Fax 78-8574750
E-Mail: heimkt2@jp.hh-express.com

HANKYU HANSHIN EXPRESS CO.,Ltd.
Hakata-ku, FUKUOKA Tel. 92-4770011 - Fax 92-4770081
E-Mail: heimkt2@jp.hh-express.com

KOREA

ALPI KOREA Ltd.
Kangseo-Gu - SEOUL Tel. 2-36628093
Fax 2-36623598 - E-Mail: willy_shin@alpikorea.com

MALAYSIA

ARMADA INTERNATIONAL (M) SDN BHD
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN Tel. 03-3326 8888 - Fax 3324 8185
E-Mail: mily@armadagroup.com.my

PAKISTAN

EXPOLANKA PAKISTAN (PVT) Ltd.
KARACHI Tel. 21-4387676 - Fax 21-4311696
E-Mail: sales@expolankapakistan.com

PHILIPPINES

PURCIA TRANSPORT SYSTEM Inc.
MANILA Tel. 2-8296445 - Fax 2-82951947
E-Mail: sharon@purcia.com

PURCIA TRANSPORT SYSTEM Inc.
MANDAUE CITY Tel. 32-3460144 - Fax 32-3464041
E-Mail: guilbert@purcia.com

SINGAPORE

SPACE DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS Pte Ltd
SINGAPORE Tel. 65466528 - Fax 65466528
E-Mail: alicelim@spacelog.com.sg

SRI LANKA

SCANWELL LOGISTICS COLOMBO (Pvt) Ltd.
COLOMBO Tel. 112-426600 - Fax 112-426601
E-Mail: info@scanwell.com

TAIWAN

GATEWAY GLOBAL LOGISTICS
(TAIWAN) Ltd., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
Tel. 2-27786223 - Fax 2-27786311
E-Mail: general@tpe.gatewaylogistics.com

THAILAND

MULTI FREIGHT SYSTEM CO., Ltd.
BANGKOK
Tel. 2-2530777 - Fax 2-2536308
E-Mail: mas@multiairservices.com

VIETNAM

ALPI VIETNAM R.O.
DIST. 1, HCMC (SAIGON)
Tel. 83-9976712/15 - Fax 83-9976778
E-Mail: info@alpivietnam.com

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND

AUSTRALIA

TOLL GLOBAL FORWARDING
(Melbourne)
TULLAMARINE, VIC 3045 Tel. 3-93357300 - Fax 03-93357333
www.tollglobalforwarding.com.au

TOLL GLOBAL FORWARDING
(SYDNEY)
ST. PETERS, NSW 2044 Tel. 2-89856000 - Fax 2-89856100
www.tollglobalforwarding.com.au

TOLL GLOBAL FORWARDING
(Brisbane)
MURRARRIE, QLD 4172 Tel. 7-31375000 - Fax 7-31375040
www.tollglobalforwarding.com.au

TOLL GLOBAL FORWARDING
(Adelaide)
GILDAN, SA 5013 Tel. 8-82413500 - Fax 8-82413555
www.tollglobalforwarding.com.au

NEW ZEALAND

ACCORD INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT Ltd.
AUCKLAND Tel. 9-3774961 - Fax 9-3774965
E-Mail: iann@accordif.co.nz

ACCORD INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT Ltd.
RICCARTON Tel. 3-3546870 - Fax 03-3546831
E-Mail: daves@accordif.co.nz

ACCORD INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT Ltd.
WELLINGTON Tel. 4-569570 - Fax 4-569573
E-Mail: wgn@accordif.co.nz
Air Freight Import

- Daily pick up with our own trucking fleet.
- Daily consolidation from our warehouse to every major airport in U.S.A.
- Direct flights from majors European airports Full Palletised Service.
- Offices and agents at the airports of destination.

The pallet goes directly to the airport and directly on the airplane avoiding any delay.
The palletised service gives you the following advantages:
1. Total protection against pilferage and carton loss.
2. Priority on airplane loading.
3. Merchandise is flying as booked.
4. Total protection against rain and bad weather conditions.

Our office at destination, breakbulks the pallet in our container station, security fenced with 24 hours camera surveillance.

Special GOH handling

We pick up GOH with special equipped trucks and deliver to our warehouse in Florence.
GOH are loaded in special homemade containers in order to maximize the space inside, avoid wrinkles and eliminate repressing. Garments are loaded according to size, color, style and Purchase Order.

The homemade is wrapped in plastic and cardboard.
With a double plastic sealing, the homemade is ready to go in the Airline pallet or into an Ocean container and arrive safe at destination. We offer different sizes of container according to your needs.

Ocean Freight Import

- Short transit time.
- All our groupage services are direct, the containers are opened directly in our Agent’s warehouse at the final destination.
- Daily report of the freight in our warehouse including supplier - PO# - Invoice details etc.
- Consolidation in our warehouse in Florence according to your instructions.
- Daily Picks up with our own trucking fleet.
- Weekly departures from major Italian ports, Livorno, La Spezia and Genova.

Thanks to our trucking network, we can consolidate your freight from all over Europe in one single shipment, or ship your freight by air or by ocean directly from any European point to any US domicile.

Internet based tracking system

We offer the opportunity to truck your shipments 24/7 through our Internet based tracking system.
We also offer personalized, e-mail pre-alerts, EDI solutions and others.